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A s Canada assumes the chair of  the Arctic Coun-
cil for the second time in May 2013, many ob-

[MZ^MZ[�PI^M�ZMÆMK\ML�WV�\PM�XZW[XMK\[�NWZ�+IVILI¼[�
KQZK]UXWTIZ� TMILMZ[PQX�W^MZ�\PM�KWUQVO�\_W�aMIZ[��
Though the Arctic is experiencing tremendous po-
litical, economic, social, and ecological transforma-
tion, expectations of  Canada’s chairmanship are 
U]\ML��)T\PW]OP�+IVILI�Q[�I�SMa�NW]VLQVO�UMUJMZ�
of  the Council, and a major past proponent of  its 
core mandate to promote environmental sustain-
ability and Indigenous participation in regional gov-
ernance, Arctic observers have expressed scepticism 
that Canada’s term as chair will result in effective 
regional policy coordination, or the kind of  leader-
ship that is likely needed for progress on a variety of  
KPITTMVOQVO�)ZK\QK�Q[[]M[�

On one hand, the problem may be Canada: a fed-
eral Government preoccupied with domestic political 
challenges; a governing Conservative ethos sceptical 
of  international institutions; a narrow socio-political 
construction of  what ‘the Arctic’ means; and a stead-
fast vision of  Northern natural resource extraction 
that threatens to undermine the founding purpose of  
the Arctic Council to monitor and preserve the fragile 
Arctic ecosystem, all inspire pessimism at the prospect 
WN �I�XW[Q\Q^M�+IVILQIV�\MZU�I[�KPIQZ��7V�\PM�W\PMZ�
hand, the problem may be the Arctic Council itself: 
limited by its mandate to ‘soft’ policy areas; lacking 
international legal personality or binding legal au-
thority over its members; undermined by state efforts 
to operate outside its auspices, notably the emergence 
of  the ‘Arctic 5’ as an ad hoc forum for regional dis-
cussions; and compromised by member-states reluc-
tant to include new Observer states from beyond the 
polar region and restrict or control the role of  Indig-
enous Permanent Participants, one could argue that 
such structural and political impediments make it a 
troubled vehicle for regional cooperation and policy 
KWWZLQVI\QWV��/Q^MV�_QLM[XZMIL�ZMKMV\�I\\MV\QWV� \W��
and contestation of, questions of  ‘security’ in the cir-
cumpolar region — especially in light of  the exclusion 
WN �¹UI\\MZ[�ZMTI\ML�\W�UQTQ\IZa�[MK]ZQ\aº�NZWU�\PM�)ZK-
tic Council’s mandate1 — what are the implications 
for circumpolar security of  Canada’s term as chair of  
the Arctic Council?

I suggest that Canada’s chairmanship of  the Arc-
tic Council is likely to result in something of  a paradox 

NWZ�Q[[]M[�WN �ZMOQWVIT�[MK]ZQ\a��<PW]OP�\PM�Ottawa Dec-
laration prohibits it from considering issues of  military 
security, the Arctic Council is already playing a role 
in circumpolar security through its contributions to 
planning and coordinating regional search and rescue 
�;):��WXMZI\QWV[��1V�\PQ[�ZM[XMK\��\PM�LWWZ�PI[�ITZMILa�
been opened for the Arctic Council to play a greater 
role in the management, coordination, and integra-
tion of  the military policy and materiel required for 
\PM�[MIZKP�IVL�ZM[K]M�IK\Q^Q\QM[�WN �KQZK]UXWTIZ�[\I\M[��
Conversely, despite its crucial role in promoting In-
digenous governance and advancing and coordinat-
QVO�[KQMV\QÅK�ZM[MIZKP�WN �\PM�)ZK\QK��XIZ\QK]TIZTa�_Q\P�
respect to the health and environmental impacts of  
pollution and climate change, under Canada’s chair-
UIV[PQX�\PM�+W]VKQT�Q[�]VTQSMTa�\W�[QOVQÅKIV\Ta�KWV-
tribute to the promotion of  regional environmental, 
K]T\]ZIT��IVL�P]UIV�[MK]ZQ\a��

Although Canada was a leader in the concep-
tual widening of  security that occurred in the post-
Cold War period, pursuing a holistic conception 
of  regional security that prioritizes protection of  
the Arctic ecosystem, the health and wellbeing of  
Northerners, the cultural integrity of  Arctic Indig-
enous peoples, and mitigating the impacts of  hu-
man-caused climate change is incompatible with the 
Conservative vision of  the North as a storehouse of  
hydrocarbon and mineral resources waiting to be 
M`XTWQ\ML�� ,M[XQ\M� Q\[� _QLM[XZMIL� ][M� QV� IKILMUQI�
and international policymaking, the Harper Gov-
ernment has banned even the term ‘human security’ 
because of  its partisan association with the previous 
OW^MZVQVO�4QJMZIT[��<P][�� LM[XQ\M� JMQVO� VWUQVITTa�
barred from doing so, the Arctic Council may in-
creasingly contribute to a militarized understanding 
WN �)ZK\QK�[MK]ZQ\a�I[�Q\�XMZ\IQV[�\W�;):��)VL�LM[XQ\M�
the Council’s potential to be a valuable forum for 
crafting a comprehensive approach to regional secu-
rity, such a role is highly unlikely given the Canadian 
government’s strident opposition to linking security 
and the environment because of  the implications for 
Q\[�M`\ZIK\Q^M�ZM[W]ZKM�XWTQKa�IOMVLI�

Since the establishment of  the Arctic Council in 
1996, Arctic states and leaders have repeatedly em-
phasized that the Council does not ‘do’ security is-
[]M[�� 1VLMML�� M`KT]LQVO� [MK]ZQ\a� NZWU� \PM�+W]VKQT¼[�
mandate was a critical component in the initial deci-
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sions of  the United States and Russia to join, as nei-
ther state was prepared to compromise its sovereignty 
by surrendering decision-making power over core 
national security interests to a nascent international 
QV[\Q\]\QWV��,M[XQ\M�\PQ[��W^MZ�Q\[�M`Q[\MVKM�\PM�+W]VKQT�
has expanded its role until the present when, despite 
its nominal prohibition, it has assumed a key coordi-
nating function in a policy realm that necessitates the 
LMXTWaUMV\�WN �UQTQ\IZa�ZM[W]ZKM["�[MIZKP�IVL�ZM[K]M�

In recent years, SAR has emerged as one of  the 
most important and dynamic policy areas in the Arc-
\QK� ZMOQWV��5W\Q^I\ML� Ja� OZW_\P� QV�UIZQ\QUM� \ZINÅK�
as a result of  melting summer sea ice and greater 
navigability of  Arctic waters, as well as too-frequent 
aircraft accidents often resulting from limited or com-
promised infrastructure and challenging weather con-
ditions, search and rescue has become an increasing 
KWVKMZV�NWZ�+IVILI�IVL�W\PMZ�)ZK\QK�[\I\M[��*]QTLQVO�
on a recent history of  SAR cooperation between Arc-
tic states, notably between Russia and Norway in the 
Barents Sea, a Task Force on Arctic Search and Res-
cue was mandated by the Arctic Council’s Tromsø 
,MKTIZI\QWV� QV� )XZQT� ���!�� <PM� <I[S� .WZKM� TML� \W�
the May 2011 signing of  the Agreement on Cooperation 
on Aeronautical and Maritime Search and Rescue in the Arc-
tic during the Arctic Council Ministerial Meeting in 
6]]S��/ZMMVTIVL��<PM�ÅZ[\�JQVLQVO�IOZMMUMV\�[QOVML�
]VLMZ�\PM�I][XQKM[�WN �\PM�)ZK\QK�+W]VKQT��IVL�\PM�ÅZ[\�
binding legal instrument for the region entered into 
by all eight Arctic states, the Agreement mandates 
the parties to: share information about the search and 
rescue capabilities and positioning of  each state party; 
provide each other with aid in cases where national 
capabilities are unable to adequately respond to a 
SAR situation; and conduct joint exercises to improve 
interoperability and facilitate greater cooperation be-
tween the military and civilian response agencies of  
MIKP�)ZK\QK�[\I\M��<PW]OP�UWLM[\�QV�Q\[�[KWXM��]XWV�
its adoption the SAR Agreement was hailed as au-
guring a new era of  Arctic regional cooperation, and 
forms one of  the most substantive achievements of  
\PM�)ZK\QK�+W]VKQT�\W�LI\M�

1V� KWUXTQIVKM� _Q\P� \PM� )OZMMUMV\�� W^MZ�  ��
participants representing the militaries and SAR au-
thorities of  the Arctic states participated in the Arctic 
+W]VKQT¼[�ÅZ[\�\IJTM\WX�;):�M`MZKQ[M�QV�?PQ\MPWZ[M�
QV�7K\WJMZ�������<PM�ÅZ[\�TQ^M�;):�M`MZKQ[M��¹;):-
-@�����º��_I[�PMTL�WNN �\PM�MI[\�KWI[\�WN �/ZMMVTIVL�
in September 2012, and involved military and ci-
^QTQIV� XMZ[WVVMT�� OW^MZVUMV\� WNÅKQIT[�� Å`ML�_QVO�
aircraft, helicopters, and maritime vessels from all 
)ZK\QK�[\I\M[�M`KMX\�;_MLMV�IVL�.QVTIVL��<PM�MUMZ-
OMVKa� [KMVIZQW�� I� [QVSQVO� KZ]Q[M� [PQX�� ZMÆMK\ML� \PM�
SAR challenges of  a changing Arctic, and was par-

ticularly appropriate given the exponential increase 
QV� KWUUMZKQIT� KZ]Q[M� [PQX� \ZINÅK� QV� \PM� )ZK\QK� ZM-
OQWV�QV�\PM�XI[\�LMKILM��<PM�KWTTMK\Q^M�MUXPI[Q[�WV�
search and rescue marks an important milestone in 
Arctic cooperation, but may also suggest a broader 
shift in the role and scope of  responsibility afforded 
\PM�)ZK\QK�+W]VKQT��)[�WVM�IVITa[\�VW\M["�¹7VM�IZMI�
that was thought to be verboten was that of  matters 
ZMTI\ML�\W�UQTQ\IZa�[MK]ZQ\a��0W_M^MZ��OQ^MV�\PI\�\PM�
[SAR Agreement] necessitates the coordination of  
the states’ military, coast guard, police, and transport 
services for rescue purposes, hard security may be 
MV\MZQVO�QV\W�\PM�IOMVLI�Ja�[\MIT\P�º2

During its upcoming term as chair, Canada is 
likely to maintain search and rescue as a high prior-
Q\a�NWZ�\PM�+W]VKQT��+IVILI�[\IVL[�\W�JMVMÅ\�OZMI\Ta�
from SAR cooperation given the massive size of  its 
)ZK\QK� \MZZQ\WZa�IVL� Q\[� TQUQ\ML�ZM[XWV[M�KIXIJQTQ\QM[��
Moreover, effective SAR response has become an im-
portant part of  demonstrating functional sovereignty 
over the Canadian Arctic, a recurring preoccupation 
for successive federal governments keen to bolster sov-
ereignty claims in the face of  perceived challenges to 
+IVILI¼[�)ZK\QK�\MZZQ\WZa��;QVKM�»[W^MZMQOV\a¼�N]VK\QWV[�
as a general rhetorical substitute for ‘security’ within 
Canadian Arctic policy, and since SAR is playing an 
increasing role in underpinning Canada’s Arctic sov-
ereignty claims, the Arctic Council’s coordination of  
SAR can be understood to contribute meaningfully 
\W�\PM�[MK]ZQ\a�QV\MZM[\[�WN �\PM�+IVILQIV�[\I\M��8WTQ\Q-
cal pressure to invest further in its SAR capabilities is 
MUMZOQVO�LWUM[\QKITTa�I[�_MTT��OQ^MV�\PM�ÅVLQVO[�QV�I�
ZMKMV\�ZMXWZ\�Ja�+IVILI¼[�)]LQ\WZ�/MVMZIT��<PW]OP�
it concluded that Canada’s current SAR capabilities 
_MZM� ILMY]I\M�� \PM� ZMXWZ\� _IZVML� \PI\� ¹[QOVQÅKIV\�
improvements are needed if  [the Canadian Forces 
and Canadian Coast Guard] are to continue to ad-
equately respond and provide the necessary person-
nel, equipment, and information systems to deliver 
;):�IK\Q^Q\QM[�MNNMK\Q^MTa�º3 For these reasons, Canada 
is likely to remain a proponent of  Arctic search and 
rescue cooperation, and the de facto expansion of  the 
Arctic Council’s mandate into areas traditionally as-
[WKQI\ML�_Q\P�[MK]ZQ\a�\PI\�ZM[]T\[�

The same is unlikely to be true for an expansion 
of  the Arctic Council’s activities into areas consistent 
with a widened, post-Cold War understanding of  se-
curity, particularly the areas of  environmental and 
P]UIV�[MK]ZQ\a��<PM�KWVKMX\]IT�_QLMVQVO�WN �[MK]ZQ\a�
has been a major scholarly and applied development 
in recent decades, amounting to a broad recognition 
that questions of  ‘security’ should not be exclusively 
focused upon sovereign states and their interests, or 
]XWV�\PM�\PZMI\�IVL�][M�WN �UQTQ\IZa�NWZKM��1V[\MIL��P]-
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man beings are understood as experiencing in/secu-
rity at different levels of  aggregation — including the 
local, regional, national, and global levels — depend-
ing upon the nature of  the threat, and from a variety 
of  different sources, such as threats in the physical, 
economic, societal, and environmental sectors of  hu-
UIV� TQNM��<PW]OP�VW\�_Q\PW]\� Q\[� KZQ\QK[��L]ZQVO� \PM�
tenure of  Liberal Foreign Minister Lloyd Axworthy 
Canada was a leading proponent of  widening secu-
rity under the so-called ‘human security agenda’, a 
policy framework that persisted well into the Con-
servative Government’s approach to, among other 
issues, ongoing Canadian involvement in the war in 
)NOPIVQ[\IV��)\�TMI[\�WV�XIXMZ��+IVILI�PI[�TWVO�ZMK-
ognized that security extends within and across the 
boundaries of  states, and encompasses an array of  
factors necessary for the maintenance and promotion 
WN �P]UIV�_MTTJMQVO�

In the context of  the Arctic, a widened view of  
security highlights the centrality of  the natural en-
vironment, particularly the unique ecosystem upon 
_PQKP�ITT�P]UIV�IK\Q^Q\a�QV�\PM�)ZK\QK�PI[�JMMV�JI[ML��
As this ecosystem transforms due to human-caused 
climate change, it necessarily impacts all aspects of  
TQNM� QV� \PM� ZMOQWV�� +PIVOM[� []KP� I[� QVKZMI[ML� TISM�
temperatures, thawing permafrost, stress on plant 
and animal populations, melting glaciers and sea 
ice, and damage to essential infrastructure present 
[QOVQÅKIV\� IVL� OZW_QVO� XPa[QKIT� [MK]ZQ\a� PIbIZL[�
\W� QVLQ^QL]IT[� IVL� KWUU]VQ\QM[�� :M[MIZKPMZ[� PI^M�
QLMV\QÅML�I\�TMI[\�VQVM�_Ia[�QV�_PQKP�KTQUI\M�KPIVOM�
exacerbates hazards to human health in the Arctic 
and Inuit leaders, such as Sheila Watt-Cloutier, have 
KWVÅZUML�\PI\�PIZ[P�IVL�MZZI\QK�_MI\PMZ�KWVLQ\QWV[�
combined with “thin ice [are] claiming the lives of  
°� C6WZ\PMZVE� P]V\MZ[� M^MZa� aMIZ�º� <PM� _IZUQVO�
environment is changing the landscape such that it 
threatens the physical integrity of  communities, mil-
itary and industrial installations, and vital infrastruc-
\]ZM� QV� ^]TVMZIJTM� IZMI[� IKZW[[� \PM� 6WZ\P�� <PM[M�
hazards are already apparent in damage to critical 
infrastructure such as roads, airstrips, pipelines, and 
sewage systems as a result of  melting permafrost and 
the ensuing destabilization of  the very terrain upon 
_PQKP�TQNM�QV�\PM�)ZK\QK�PI[�JMMV�J]QT\�

Environmental changes are also contributing to 
the economic and food insecurities of  many North-
MZVMZ[��+W]V\Za�NWWL[�ZMUIQV�IV�QUXWZ\IV\�XIZ\�WN �
the regular diet for many Arctic Indigenous persons, 
_Q\P�UWZM�\PIV�PITN �WN �ITT�UMI\�IVL�Å[P�KWV[]UML�
KWUQVO� NZWU� \ZILQ\QWVIT� PIZ^M[\QVO��0W_M^MZ�� QV� I�
warming Arctic thinning sea ice, changing vegeta-
tion, invasive species, altered migration patterns 
for caribou herds, and increased variability and 

unpredictability in weather and climate reduce the 
I^IQTIJQTQ\a� IVL� IKKM[[QJQTQ\a� WN � \ZILQ\QWVIT� NWWL[��
Reduced quality or corrupted food sources such as 
LQ[MI[ML�Å[P��LZQML�]X�JMZZQM[��IVL�]VPMIT\Pa�KIZQ-
bou have already been observed, but given the high-
MZ� KW[\� IVL� TM[[MZ� V]\ZQ\QWVIT� JMVMÅ\� WN � XIKSIOML�
foods in Northern communities, country foods are 
economically impossible for many Northerners to 
replace, forcing many to rely upon contaminated or 
KWUXZWUQ[ML�KW]V\Za�NWWL[��,MKTQVQVO�Y]ITQ\a�IVL�
availability of  country foods also contribute to the 
erosion of  Indigenous cultural practices, since “to 
hunt, catch, and share these foods is the essence of  
1V]Q\�K]T\]ZM��<P][��I�LMKTQVM�QV�CKW]V\Za�NWWL[E������
threatens not only the dietary requirements of  the 
1V]Q\��J]\�IT[W�\PMQZ�^MZa�_Ia�WN �TQNM�º� Seen in this 
light, the impacts of  climate change suggest a com-
plex web of  current and emerging insecurities that 
represent profound short- and long-term challenges 
NWZ�\PM�)ZK\QK�ZMOQWV�IVL�Q\[�QVPIJQ\IV\[�

Yet despite its historical leadership in the area of  
human security, and in spite of  the demonstrable hu-
man security implications of  a changing Arctic en-
vironment, Canada’s leadership of  the Arctic Coun-
KQT� Q[� ]VTQSMTa� \W�UMIVQVON]TTa� ILLZM[[� \PM[M� Q[[]M[��
Indeed, it seems likely that Canada’s term as chair 
will undermine the Council’s role in spearheading 
[KQMV\QÅK�ZM[MIZKP� QV\W�\PM�MNNMK\[�WN �)ZK\QK�KTQUI\M�
change, and will only encourage the expansion of  
the industrial and extractive processes driving those 
KPIVOM[��<PM�)ZK\QK�+W]VKQT�IVL�Q\[�?WZSQVO�/ZW]X[�
PI^M�JMMV�TMILMZ[�QV�\PM�XZWL]K\QWV�WN �[KQMV\QÅK�ZM-
search into the North and its people, with several of  
their reports and studies — most prominently the 
Arctic Climate Impact Assessment and the Arctic Human 
Development Report — assuming the status of  “touch-
[\WVM� LWK]UMV\[º�_QLMTa� MUXTWaML� Ja� XWTQKaUIS-
MZ[�� IK\Q^Q[\[�� IVL� [KPWTIZ[� IZW]VL� \PM�_WZTL�5 Five 
out of  the Council’s six Working Groups focus ex-
clusively on issues related to the Arctic environment, 
and the Council’s initial founding built on the 1991 
Arctic Environmental Protection Strategy designed to ad-
dress regional environmental challenges in the wake 
WN �\PM�+WTL�?IZ��;QVKM�Q\[�QVKMX\QWV��M[XMKQITTa�OQ^-
en the exclusion of  military security from its formal 
mandate, the work of  the Arctic Council has focused 
predominantly on understanding and assessing the 
KPIVOM[�\W�\PM�\ZIV[NWZUQVO�)ZK\QK�MKW[a[\MU�

Yet it is exactly this commitment to study and 
protect the Arctic environment that Canada has 
already signalled its intention to move away from 
L]ZQVO� \PM�VM`\� \_W� aMIZ[��?PMV�+IVILI¼[�4MWVI�
Aglukkaq took over as Chairperson during the Arc-
tic Council’s Eighth Ministerial Meeting in Kiruna, 



Sweden in May 2013, she clearly indicated that the 
federal Government’s Arctic vision places economic 
development, primarily non-renewable resource ex-
\ZIK\QWV��I[�Q\[�PQOPM[\�XZQWZQ\a��<PQ[�^Q[QWV��ZMKMV\Ta�
outlined in detail by Minister Aglukkaq in the pages 
of  Northern Public Affairs (Fall 2012), is premised upon 
the acceleration of  private sector industrial activity 
in the region, including a greater role for corpora-
tions in Arctic governance, and the need for scien-
\QÅK� ZM[MIZKP� KWVL]K\ML� Ja� \PM� +W]VKQT� \W� MVIJTM�
\PM� KWUUMZKQITQbI\QWV� WN � \PM� KQZK]UXWTIZ� ZMOQWV��
In various public statements, Minister Aglukkaq has 
JMMV� KTMIZ� \PI\� \PM� +W]VKQT¼[� [KQMV\QÅK� _WZS�U][\�
be made more relevant to private industrial and the 
Canadian Government’s agenda of  Arctic economic 
development, stating in an interview that “We talk 
WN �������+IVILI¼[�6WZ\P�LM^MTWXQVO��\PM�)ZK\QK�ZMOQWV�
WN �M^MZa�KW]V\Za�LM^MTWXQVO��*]\�Q\¼[�\PM�XZQ^I\M�[MK-
tor that’s actually going to develop those regions, not 
[KQMV\Q[\[�º6�7VM�WN �\PM�ÅZ[\�IK\QWV[�\ISMV�Ja�+IVI-
da as chair was announcing the establishment of  a 
Circumpolar Business Forum that will allow major 
corporate actors a greater say in the development 
of  Arctic resources, primarily the world’s largest oil 
and gas companies focused upon the extraction of  
)ZK\QK�PaLZWKIZJWV[��1V�+IVILI¼[�6WZ\PMZV�^Q[QWV��
the Council’s historical focus upon preserving and 
understanding the Arctic environment through sci-
MV\QÅK�QVY]QZa�PI[�JMMV�KTMIZTa�[]JWZLQVI\ML�\W�\PM�
priority of  using science to enable faster and greater 
IKKM[[�\W�\PM�ZM[W]ZKM�JI[M�QV�\PM�)ZK\QK�ZMOQWV�

One of  the central factors behind this shift is the 
fundamental tension that exists at the heart of  Cana-
da’s current approach to the issue of  human-caused 
KTQUI\M�KPIVOM��6W\�TQUQ\ML�[WTMTa�\W�\PM�)ZK\QK��\PM�
contradictions and general incoherence of  Cana-
da’s climate policy have been widely examined, and 
amount to simultaneously acknowledging the reali-
ty of  climate change while rejecting meaningful re-
ductions in Canada’s greenhouse gas emissions or 
regulating practices such as hydrocarbon extraction 

that are incompatible with resolving our present, 
IVL�_WZ[MVQVO��KTQUI\M�KZQ[Q[��7V�V]UMZW][�LQ[XI-
rate policy issues, the Conservative Government 
is the most pro-resource extraction government in 
+IVILQIV�PQ[\WZa�� ^IT]QVO� \PM�MKWVWUQK�JMVMÅ\�WN �
such activities seemingly no matter what the asso-
KQI\ML� [WKQIT�� K]T\]ZIT�� WZ� MKWTWOQKIT� KW[\[�� 1\� Q[� \PQ[�
attitude that leads Canada to emphasize issues like 
oil spill prevention and response and the reduction 
of  black carbon emissions as the central planks of  its 
MV^QZWVUMV\IT�IOMVLI�NWZ�\PM�)ZK\QK�+W]VKQT��?PQTM�
important policy issues, they are wholly dispropor-
tionate to the challenge climate change poses to the 
Arctic, especially insofar as they distract from the 
fact that developing greater oil and gas extraction in 
\PM�)ZK\QK�_QTT��Ja�LMÅVQ\QWV��WVTa�KWV\ZQJ]\M�\W�\PM�
problem of  global reliance upon fossil fuels that is 
KI][QVO�\PM�)ZK\QK�\W�_IZU�]VKWV\ZWTTIJTa�

In this respect, the Government of  Canada is 
markedly more pro-development than are organi-
zations representing Indigenous peoples in the Arc-
\QK��\PW]OP�\PMZM�Q[�[QOVQÅKIV\�KWV\M[\I\QWV�W^MZ�R][\�
how Arctic Indigenous peoples feel about industri-
IT� LM^MTWXUMV\� QV� \PMQZ� PWUMTIVL�� 6W\_Q\P[\IVL-
ing Minister Aglukkaq’s claim that “people in the 
6WZ\P�_IV\�LM^MTWXUMV\��?M�_IV\�Q\	º�7 dozens of  
Northern organizations, including some bodies rep-
resenting Canadian Arctic Indigenous peoples, have 
signed the “Joint Statement of  Indigenous Solidarity 
NWZ�)ZK\QK�8ZW\MK\QWVº�KITTQVO� NWZ�I�UWZI\WZQ]U�WV�
)ZK\QK�WQT�LZQTTQVO��7V�\PM�W\PMZ�PIVL��TMILQVO�1V]-
it groups have roundly rejected this statement as an 
example of  voice-appropriation by Southern-based 
6/7[�\PI\�LW�VW\�[XMIS�WV�\PMQZ�JMPITN�  Inuit lead-
ers point instead to the Inuit Declaration on Resource De-
velopment Principles, which reserves the right of  Inuit 
\W�JMVMÅ\�NZWU�\PM�LM^MTWXUMV\�WN �VI\]ZIT�ZM[W]ZKM[�
on their traditional territories while stipulating that 
“Inuit and others — through their institutions and 
international instruments — have a shared respon-
[QJQTQ\a�\W�M^IT]I\M�\PM�ZQ[S[�IVL�JMVMÅ\[�WN �\PMQZ�IK-

.TWM�MLOM��*INÅV�1[TIVL��6]VI^]\�������
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tions through the prism of  global environmental se-
K]ZQ\a�º9 The prospect of  expanded Arctic resource 
development places Indigenous peoples in the unen-
^QIJTM�XW[Q\QWV�WN �LMUIVLQVO�\PI\�\PMa�JMVMÅ\�NZWU�
activities which they do not necessarily support, but 
_PQKP�\PMa�QV[Q[\�U][\�JMVMÅ\�6WZ\PMZVMZ[�QN �\PM�QV-
dustrial activity will inevitably occur as the Govern-
UMV\�IXXMIZ[�LM\MZUQVML�\W�[MM�PIXXMV�

+IVILI�PI[�QLMV\QÅML�I[�\PM�\PMUM�WN �Q\[�KPIQZ-
manship ‘development for the people of  the North,’ 
and routinely emphasizes the desire of  Northern-
ers for development, and the symbolic meaning of  
5QVQ[\MZ�)OT]SSIY�JMQVO�\PM�ÅZ[\�1VLQOMVW][�XMZ[WV�
\W�KPIQZ�\PM�)ZK\QK�+W]VKQT��+Z]KQITTa��PW_M^MZ��\PM�
Government’s emphasis upon Northern economic 
development as the LMÅVQ\Q^M�XWTQKa�XZQWZQ\a�WN �+IV-
ada’s term as chair appears to be at odds with the 
views of  many Northerners with respect to the very 
Q[[]M[�\PI\�KWV[\Q\]\M�»)ZK\QK�[MK]ZQ\a¼��<PM�ÅZ[\�Arctic 
Security Public Opinion Survey, conducted in 2010, sug-
gests that the Government’s view of  resource devel-
WXUMV\�Q[�VW\�[\ZWVOTa�[PIZML�IUWVO�6WZ\PMZVMZ[��
When asked to list the most pressing Arctic issues, 
one third (33%) of  Northern respondents listed the 
MV^QZWVUMV\�ÅZ[\��NWTTW_ML�Ja�PW][QVO�IVL�KWUU]-
nity infrastructure (9%), and the economy, jobs and 
MUXTWaUMV\�����10 Thus, by a ratio of  3:1 North-
erners consider the environment to be the most im-
XWZ\IV\�)ZK\QK�Q[[]M��?PMV�XZWUX\ML�_Q\P�I�TQ[\�WN �
various dimensions of  ‘security’, environmental se-
curity was ranked as most important by large major-
ities of  all Canadians, followed, in descending order, 
by social, economic, cultural/linguistic, and nation-
IT�[MK]ZQ\a��7^MZITT��!��WN �6WZ\PMZVMZ[�KWV[QLMZML�
MV^QZWVUMV\IT�[MK]ZQ\a�\W�JM�QUXWZ\IV\�\W�\PMQZ�LMÅ-
nition of  security in the Canadian Arctic, compared 
\W�� �_PW�NMT\�\PM�[IUM�NWZ�MKWVWUQK�[MK]ZQ\a��1V-
sofar as Northern Canadians think in terms of  ‘Arc-
tic security’, it seems clear that they place the Arctic 
MV^QZWVUMV\�MY]IT�\W�WZ�IJW^M�W\PMZ�KWV[QLMZI\QWV[�

In view of  all this, what then should we expect 
from Canada’s term as chair of  the Arctic Council, 
and what are the implications for the Council’s role 
with respect to ‘Arctic security’? Upon examining 
the policy agenda of  the Conservative Government 
and their stated goals for the Arctic Council the re-
[]T\�IXXMIZ[�\W�JM�[WUM_PI\�XIZILW`QKIT��1V�\PM�IZMI�
WN �[MIZKP�IVL�ZM[K]M�¸�I�ÅMTL�\PI\�VMKM[[Q\I\M[�\PM�
deployment and coordination of  military resources 
in situations of  emergency response — the role of  
the Arctic Council is likely to expand, despite the 
formal exclusion of  ‘military security’ from its man-
LI\M��?Q\P� \PM� [QOVQVO� IVL� []J[MY]MV\� QUXTMUMV-
tation of  the 2011 Search and Rescue Agreement, 
Canada and the other Arctic states have committed 

themselves to this expansion of  the Council’s role 
into the realm of  SAR, a development likely to be 
supported by recent criticism of  Canada’s search 
IVL� ZM[K]M� KIXIJQTQ\QM[� NZWU� \PM� )]LQ\WZ�/MVMZIT��
As climate change opens the polar region to greater 
KWUUMZKQIT�UIZQ\QUM�\ZINÅK�I\�\PM�[IUM�\QUM�\PI\�Q\�
UISM[�_MI\PMZ� XI\\MZV[� IVL� QKM� ÆW_[� TM[[� XZMLQK\-
able, there is a clear need for coordination on SAR 
IK\Q^Q\QM[�

But Canada’s consideration for the security impli-
cations of  climate change stops at addressing its effects, 
ZI\PMZ�\PIV�\IKSTQVO�Q\[�KI][M[��+IVILI¼[�^Q[QWV�WN �\PM�
Arctic’s future as a storehouse of  resources to fuel the 
appetites of  Southern economies is one that necessi-
\I\M[�MV^QZWVUMV\IT�LIUIOM��<PM�KWUUQ\UMV\�\W�Pa-
drocarbon development in the North and elsewhere 
QV�+IVILI�UISM[�Q\�PQOPTa�]VTQSMTa�\PI\�[KQMV\QÅK�ZM-
search into the impacts of  climate change in the Arc-
\QK�_QTT�JM�IUWVO�+IVILI¼[�XZQWZQ\QM[�I[�KPIQZ��4WN\QMZ�
goals, such as engaging the Arctic Council as a forum 
for discussing mitigation and adaptation to climate 
KPIVOM��[MMU�M^MV�TM[[� TQSMTa��+IVILI¼[�^Q[QWV�WN �\PM�
Arctic is one where resource development and private 
sector investment trump all other considerations, and 
it is this vision that will underpin the next two years 
of  Arctic Council business during Canada’s tenure as 
KPIQZ��?PMV�Q\�KWUM[�\W�)ZK\QK�[MK]ZQ\a��[MIZKP�IVL�ZM[-
cue may save many lives, but it will not be enough to 
save the Arctic or its inhabitants from the environmen-
\IT�IVL�P]UIV�QV[MK]ZQ\QM[�KI][ML�Ja�KTQUI\M�KPIVOM��
Ultimately, rather than build on its human security 
legacy, Canada’s determination to ignore the serious-
ness of  climate change in pursuit of  short-term riches 
seems likely to leave the Arctic a more insecure place 
NWZ�\PM�XMWXTM�WN �\PM�KQZK]UXWTIZ�ZMOQWV�Ø
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